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We report on a universal method to measure the genuine indistinguishability of n photons—a crucial
parameter that determines the accuracy of optical quantum computing. Our approach relies on a low-depth
cyclic multiport interferometer with N ¼ 2n modes, leading to a quantum interference fringe whose
visibility is a direct measurement of the genuine n-photon indistinguishability. We experimentally
demonstrate this technique for an eight-mode integrated interferometer fabricated using femtosecond
laser micromachining and four photons from a quantum dot single-photon source. We measure a four-
photon indistinguishability up to 0.81� 0.03. This value decreases as we intentionally alter the photon
pairwise indistinguishability. The low-depth and low-loss multiport interferometer design provides an
original path to evaluate the genuine indistinguishability of resource states of increasing photon number.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical quantum computing has recently gained impor-
tant momentum with the demonstration of the so-called
“quantum advantage” regime [1–3]. Quantum states of
many indistinguishable photons are key elements for pho-
tonic quantum computing since the indistinguishable nature
of the particles enables the implementation of effective
photon-photon gates. Furthermore, scaling up to larger
photon numbers is a key element to activate quantum
speedup, implement fault tolerance, and reach a higher
number of users in a quantum network. Experimentally, the
efficient generation of identical single photons is indeed
an important technological challenge that is currently

addressed with two main approaches, one based on multi-
plexing many heralded single-photon sources [4,5], the
other based on bright single emitters, namely semiconductor
quantum dots (QDs) [6–9].
On the fundamental side, quantifying the indistinguish-

ability of the targeted multiple-photon states has recently
been identified as a complex task. In the case of two
photons, the indistinguishability is readily measured by
performing a Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference
experiment [10,11]. For two-photon wave packets, the
visibility of the quantum interference fringe gives full
access to the indistinguishability parameter, provided that
the sources of noise are well understood [12–14]. However,
when more than two photons are involved, indistinguish-
ability is not completely characterized by pairwise HOM
experiments [11]. For instance, multiphoton states could be
engineered that show nonzero visibility in the HOM
interference of all possible pairs, but yield vanishing
overlap with pure states of all-identical photons [15].
Indeed, to describe exhaustively multiphoton interference
processes, concepts such as the genuine multiparticle
indistinguishability [15] must be considered—a parameter
that quantifies the overlap of the multiphoton state with the
pure state of n identical photons. Currently, only methods
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capable of providing the lower and upper bounds to this key
quantity have been defined [15,16].
Different generalizations of the HOM effect to the many-

particle case have been proposed theoretically and observed
in experiments [17–22]. Such generalized HOM effects,
which harness multiport interferometers with specific
symmetries, consist of suppression laws [17–21]: indis-
tinguishability of the photons in the input state results in a
large number of forbidden output states among the many-
particle possible ones. Indeed, the observation of such
suppression effects can be used to validate multiphoton-
interference experiments against other hypotheses, namely
to assess whether it is more likely that the detected outputs
result from true quantum interference of indistinguishable
photons, rather than from specific classical input states
considered as alternatives [23,24]. However, quantifying
the genuine multiphoton indistinguishability is a different
task, which is challenging to achieve. Totally destructive
interference is observed in specific cases also with partially
distinguishable photon states that obey certain symmetries
[25], which highlights the nonintuitive connections
between genuine indistinguishability and quantum inter-
ference. Notable insights on the requirements for multi-
particle interference were also provided recently in
Ref. [26]. At present, only witnesses of indistinguishability
have been proposed [16,27], while a general technique to
quantitatively measure the genuine indistinguishability of
many photons is missing.
Here, we propose a method to quantify the genuine

n-photon indistinguishability, applicable to an arbitrary
number of photons. Our scheme relies on a cyclic multiport
interferometer withN ¼ 2n optical modes, composed of 2n
beam splitters placed along two cascaded layers. Notably,
this two-layer optical depth does not depend on n, thus
keeping the layout extremely simple also for states with a
large number of photons. We show that when n indistin-
guishable photons are injected in the interferometer, the
output distribution exhibits quantum interference depend-
ing on a single internal phase, and the interference visibility
directly corresponds to the genuine n-photon indistinguish-
ability. Conversely, no quantum interference is observed for
input Fock states with less than n photons. We demonstrate
experimentally our idea with four photons and an eight-
mode version of this interferometer. The four-photon state
is obtained from a quantum dot single-photon source
(QDSPS) [28] using a time-to-spatial mode demultiplexer,
while the interferometer is fabricated in integrated optics by
taking advantage of the three-dimensional capabilities of
the femtosecond laser micromachining technology [29,30].
We observe full compatibility between the measured
amplitude of the quantum interference fringe and the
bounds given by the pairwise indistinguishabilities of the
four-photon state. This is done for a large range of pairwise
indistinguishability values of the input photons, which we

tune through spectral filtering or exploiting the polarization
degree of freedom. In addition, we see excellent agreement
between our measurements and the numerical simulations
that take into account the imperfections of our experimental
apparatus.

II. THEORETICAL PROPOSAL: CYCLIC
INTERFEROMETER DESIGN

A. Premise

As mentioned above, the typical way to measure
the indistinguishability of two single photons exploits
the HOM effect. Namely, the photons are injected in the
two separate input ports of a balanced beam splitter; the
delay between the two photons is scanned by varying
the optical length of one of the incoming paths, while
coincidence detections at the two separate output ports are
monitored. A dip in the interference pattern, i.e., the
suppression of coincidence detection, is observed for null
relative delay, and the visibility of this dip quantifies the
indistinguishability of the photon pair.
As a matter of fact, this experimental layout is not the

only one that gives access to the latter quantity. For
instance, the two photons could be injected simultaneously
in the separate input ports of a Mach-Zehnder interferom-
eter with balanced arms, while again monitoring the
coincidence detection of two photons at the two separate
output ports. If the internal phase of the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer is scanned, a quantum interference fringe is
measured in the coincidences [31]. This fringe shows half
of the period that would be observed in the case of classical
light, and its visibility is directly linked to the visibility of
the HOM dip, thus also providing a quantification of the
two-photon indistinguishability.
Our proposed 2n-mode cyclic interferometer in some

sense generalizes the latter kind of measurement to the
case of n photons. Indeed, we will show that in our device
n-photon interference fringes are measured while scanning
one of the internal phase delays, and that the visibility of
this fringe directly quantifies the n-photon indistinguish-
ability. However, in contrast to the two-arm Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, which demonstrates interference fringes
with either single photons or classical light, in our case
interference fringes cannot be observed with input states of
less than n photons. In fact, no closed Mach-Zehnder rings
are present in our cyclic layout.
A conceptual scheme of our experiment is shown in

Fig. 1(a). A first layer of balanced beam splitters splits the
input state composed of n photons into two alternative
series of paths. The two series are then interfered by a
second layer of balanced beam splitters. Connections
between the layers are designed in such a way that each
photon is directly overlapped only with the adjacent ones in
the input state. Connections yield cyclic symmetry, as the
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nth photon is interfered with the first one. Interestingly, by
performing collective coincidence measurements at the
output, we show that it is possible to infer an intrinsic
property of the whole set of photons, i.e., their genuine
indistinguishability.
In the following, we describe in detail the optical layout of

the interferometer and then discuss its properties in a series
of propositions. First, we show that the many phase delays
that are involved in the optical circuit can be combined in a
single relevant phase term (Sec. II B). Then, we analyze
theoretically multiphoton interference in this device, show-
ing that an n-photon interference fringe is visible in certain
conditions when varying the single phase term (Sec. II C),
and that the visibility of this fringe is a measure of the
genuine n-photon indistinguishability (Sec. II D).

B. Layout of the proposed interferometer

The proposed two-layer cyclic scheme is schematically
represented in Fig. 1(b) in the most general fashion. The
circuit contains N ¼ 2n modes and is composed of two
layers of cascaded beam splitters. The beam splitters in the
first layer connect each odd mode with the subsequent even
one (i.e., the mode 2m − 1 with the mode 2m). The beam
splitters in the second layer connect each even mode with
the subsequent odd one (i.e., the mode 2m with the mode
2mþ 1). In this second layer, the Nth mode is connected
with the first one, such that the device has perfect cyclical
symmetry. All the beam splitters are balanced and sym-
metric. The phase delays that correspond to the individual
optical paths connecting the first to the second layer of
beam splitters can be described by phase shifts with values
ϕi. For the sake of simplicity, in the following we will
refer to an interferometer with this layout as cyclic
interferometer (CI).
In general terms, the operation of a linear optical

interferometer can be described by a unitary matrix U that
transforms, in the Heisenberg picture, the creation oper-
ators of the input modes into the creation operators of the
output modes. This matrix allows us to describe the
interferometer operation on any possible input state.
When studying multiphoton interference, however, one

is often interested in the operation of the linear circuit on
Fock states. A generic Fock state of k photons on N modes
can be written as

jsi ¼
�Yk

i¼1

a†si

�
j0i; ð1Þ

where a†si is the creation operator on the mode si.
Such a state can be identified by the k-element vector
s ¼ ðs1; s2;…; skÞ, with 1 ≤ si ≤ N. In the following, we
write as Pg;h the probability to measure a certain Fock state

h at the output when a given Fock state g is fed at the input
of the device.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1. (a) Conceptual scheme of the interference process. The
cyclic interferometer consists of two cascaded layers of balanced
beam splitters. If we inject one photon per pair of adjacent input
modes, the first beam splitter layer branches the input state into two
alternative paths (reflectedR and transmittedT). Paths are interfered
pairwise at the second layer, employing a cyclic layout. (b) In most
general terms, the phase delays that are physically introduced by the
optical propagation on the internal arms of the interferometers can
be described by phase terms ϕi. (c) Schematic representation of an
interferometer equivalent to the one shown in (b), where the many
phase shifts ϕi are replaced by a single element α1 on the first arm,
with phase delays considered as null in the other arms.
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Definition 1.—Two N-mode interferometers are here
defined as equivalent if they give the same Pg;h for each

possible couple of input and output Fock states g and h.
Note that two equivalent interferometers may not be

described by the same unitary matrix U. In particular, it is
well known that two interferometers are equivalent in the
sense of Definition 1 if their optical circuits differ only in
phase terms placed at the input or output ports [32]. We
refer the reader to the example in Appendix A, where the
simple case of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is analyzed.
Proposition 1.—The CI of Fig. 1(b), with arbitrary phase

delays ϕi in the internal arms, is equivalent to the CI of
Fig. 1(c), where a single phase shift,

α1 ¼
XN=2

m¼1

ϕ2m−1 − ϕ2m; ð2Þ

is placed on the first arm, and null phase delays are assumed
in the other ones.
The proof of this proposition is given in full in

Appendix B. Such proof is constructed by showing that
the phase delay ϕi on an arbitrary ith arm can be replaced,
without changing the unitary matrix U of the interfero-
meter, by a null phase delay on the ith arm, a different
phase delay ϕ0

i−1 on the (i − 1)th arm, and two additional
phase shifts placed directly on the input or the output ports
of the interferometer. This procedure can be iterated
starting from the Nth arm up to the second one, and one
ends up with a CI with several more phase shifts on the
input and output ports, and null phase delays on all internal
arms except the first one. In particular, one shows that the
phase delay on the first arm now takes the value given by
Eq. (2). At this point, the added phases at the inputs and
outputs can be removed producing a CI equivalent to the
first one, which is indeed the one shown in Fig. 1(c).
Actually, due to the cyclic symmetry of the device, one

may alternatively implement the phase-delay replacements
described above starting from a different point [say, the
(j − 1)th arm], which results in a single remaining phase
shifter placed on the jth mode. Working out the details, the
following corollary is easily proven.
Corollary 1.1.—There are N CIs equivalent to the one

shown in Fig. 1(b), each with a phase element αj on an
arbitrary internal arm j and null phases in the others. If j is
odd, αj ¼ α1; otherwise, αj ¼ −α1.
For the experimenter, Proposition 1 and its Corollary 1.1

mean that a single active phase shifter in the CI is sufficient
to access all the operation space that would be given by
controlling separately all the ϕi.

C. Interference of indistinguishable photons

To study multiphoton interference in the CI, we address
first the case in which the device, having N ¼ 2n modes, is
injected with arbitrary input states having k ≤ n − 1

photons. In fact, for these input states the following
interesting fact holds.
Proposition 2.—If the CI is fed with k ≤ n − 1 photons,

the values of the internal phases ϕi of the device do not
have any influence on the output photon distribution.
Indeed, in this case, at least one of the beam splitters of the

first layer has no photon at the input; say that this beam
splitter is connecting modes 2m − 1 and 2m. Because of
Corollary 1.1 we can compose an equivalent CI which has
only one phase shift α2m on the mode 2m. No photon of the
input state will then travel through this phase shift α2m; thus a
change α2m cannot affect the output distribution. Since α2m is
defined as an algebraic sum of all the phases ϕi, this means
that variation of any ϕi does not affect the output. ▪
Note that, to prove Proposition 2, we have crucially

exploited the fact that interferometers that are equivalent
according to Definition 1 yield the same output distribu-
tion, and therefore we can investigate this distribution by
choosing the most convenient device configuration among
the possible ones.
Given the absence of closed interferometric rings in the

CI layout, and the result of Proposition 2, one may doubt
that the internal phases ϕi influence the output distribution
at all. Actually, interference fringes modulated by the ϕi
can be observed in certain cases, in which the CI is fed with
n indistinguishable photons.
An instructive example is the case in which the n

identical photons are distributed one per odd input mode,
and coincidence detection of one photon per odd output
mode is monitored. We prove in Appendix C the following.
Proposition 3.—Given a CI with N ¼ 2n modes, and

considering the input state g ¼ ð1; 3; 5;…; 2n − 1Þ of n
identical photons, the probability to detect the output state
h ¼ ð1; 3; 5;…; 2n − 1Þ is given by

P ¼ 1

22n−1
½1þ ð−1Þn cos α1�: ð3Þ

While the previous propositions are based on purely
topological features of the device, Proposition 3 involves
specific properties of its unitary matrix, whose details are
discussed in Appendix C.
This result indicates an interference fringe with unit

visibility, as a function of the phase term α1. An intuition of
the physical process underlying this interference fringe can
be given by the observation that, due to the specific layout
of the CI, a photon from any given input mode 2m − 1 can
reach only two different odd modes at the output: either the
mode 2m − 1 (i.e., the same mode) or the mode 2mþ 1
(i.e., the subsequent odd mode). It can be noted that,
regardless of the distinguishable or indistinguishable nature
of the input photons, there are only two possible evolutions
that produce the desired output state h: either each photon
remains in the same odd mode in which it has been injected,
or each photon shifts to the subsequent odd mode. In fact,
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if all the photons are perfectly indistinguishable, one cannot
distinguish between the two possibilities and interference
arises between the two evolution paths.
Actually, the case studied in Proposition 3 is the

archetype of all the possible input and output states of n
photons that can result in an interference fringe as a
function of the internal phases. Indeed, we prove in
Appendix D the following result.
Proposition 4.—Given a CI with N ¼ 2n modes,

an n-photon interference fringe as a function of the
internal phases can be measured if and only if the input
state has precisely one photon per pair of input ports
ð1; 2Þ −… − ð2m − 1; 2mÞ −… and the output state has
precisely one photon per pair of output ports ð2; 3Þ −…−
ð2m; 2mþ 1Þ −… − ð1; NÞ. In particular, for all input-
output states of identical photons satisfying this rule, the
detection probability takes the form:

P ¼ 1

22n−1
½1þ ð−1Þnþpþq cos α1�; ð4Þ

where p is the number of occupied even modes in the input
state and q is the number of occupied even modes in the
output state.
For instance, in the case of an eight-mode interferometer,

the combination fg ¼ ð2; 3; 5; 7Þ; h ¼ ð1; 2; 4; 7Þg has one
occupied even mode (the mode 2) in the input state g and
two occupied even modes (the modes 2 and 4) in the output
state h. Since in this case n ¼ 4, one has ð−1Þð4þ1þ2Þ ¼ −1
and the term cos α1 in the equation has to be taken with the
minus sign.
We would again like to highlight the fact that, whereas

Propositions 3 and 4 ensure that the internal phase α1
affects the quantum interference of n photons, Proposition
2 warns that it does not have influence on two-photon
experiments. This contrasts with the standard techniques
currently in use to characterize multiport devices, such as
the one devised in Ref. [33], which allows us to retrieve the
unitary matrix of the interferometer through one- and two-
photon statistics only. These techniques are often tacitly
assumed to be universal, but here they would not be able to
provide the value of the phase α1. As a matter of fact, such
methods implicitly assume that the unitary matrix of the
device has at least one column and one row made of
nonvanishing elements. This appears not to be the case
here, where each input is connected with a small set of
outputs, and thus the unitary matrix of the circuit is highly
sparse.

D. Interference of partially distinguishable photons

We now consider the effect of input states of n photons
that are not perfectly indistinguishable. Namely, the n
photons may present differences in any of their internal
degrees of freedom (time distribution, wavelength, polari-
zation, etc.) [34]. At the same time, we consider that the

structure of the interferometer is instead insensitive to
such differences.
Using the approach of Refs. [15,16] we describe the

photon states with a density matrix of the kind

ρ ¼ c1ρk þ
X
i

ciρ⊥i ; ð5Þ

where ρk is a pure state with all n photons absolutely
indistinguishable, while the states ρ⊥i , i > 1, are pure states
where a subset of the photons are perfectly identical in all
degrees of freedom, while the remaining ones (at least two)
are orthogonal with respect to all others (i.e., distinguish-
able). The coefficient c1 represents the genuine indistin-
guishability of the set of photons.
The decomposition is convex; namely, the real coeffi-

cients ci are all positive and c1 þ
P

ci ¼ 1.
In particular, we can first study again the n-photon

experiment with input state g ¼ ð1; 3; 5;…Þ and output
state h ¼ ð1; 3; 5;…Þ. Note that, even if we use the same
notation for g and h that we used for Fock states of identical
photons, here the photons occupying the optical modes can
be partly or fully distinguishable, and g is described by ρ.
Proposition 5.—If the CI is fed with one photon per odd

mode, with the n-photon state described by Eq. (5), the
probability to detect at the output again one photon per odd
mode is given by

P0 ¼ 1

22n−1
½1þ ð−1Þnc1 cos α�: ð6Þ

To calculate P0 we need to retrieve first the probability of
the desired output state h considering as input ρk and each
of the components ρ⊥i . The probability in the case of ρk is
the one studied in Sec. II C, and is given by Eq. (3). For any
of the other states ρ⊥i , the fact that at least two photons of
this state are orthogonal implies that at least two photons
injected in adjacent odd modes are orthogonal, say, 2m − 1
and 2mþ 1. Considering the layout of the CI we observe
that the distinguishability of these two photons implies the
distinguishability of the two possible evolution paths that
the photons follow in the interferometer after the first layer
of beam splitter: since we can distinguish the photon
initially on mode 2m − 1 from the photon initially on
mode 2mþ 1, we can tell whether they have remained on
the same output port or they have shifted two modes
forward (see the discussion following Proposition 3, in the
previous section). Indeed, if we know the path followed by
one photon [e.g., the (2m − 1)th one], then there is only one
possible path for all the others, independently of their
distinguishability or indistinguishability, that produces an
output state with photons on odd modes. This leads us to
conclude that, if at least one photon is distinguishable from
the others, then we can track the path of all of them and they
behave as if they were all distinguishable.
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The probability of detecting an output state h ¼
ð1; 3; 5;…Þ for input photons that are all distinguishable
and in a state g ¼ ð1; 3; 5;…Þ is demonstrated explicitly in
Appendix C to be

Pdist ¼
1

22n−1
: ð7Þ

Because of the above discussion, this expression holds for
all the states ρ⊥i .
Finally, the probability of detecting one photon per each

odd output mode, for an input state with one photon per
each odd mode, described by Eq. (5), is computed as

P0 ¼ c1Pþ
X
i

ciPdist ¼ c1Pþ ð1 − c1ÞPdist

¼ 1

22n−1
½1þ ð−1Þnc1 cos α�; ð8Þ

which proves the proposition. ▪
One notes that Eq. (6) describes a multiphoton interfer-

ence fringe with visibility V ¼ c1. Therefore, such fringe
visibility is a direct indicator of the genuine n indistin-
guishability of the set of n input photons.
It is not difficult to show that the above discussion also

applies identically to all the other pairs of n-photon input
and output states which give an observable interference
fringe for varying α1, as described in Proposition 4. Hence,
if n photons are distributed with one photon for each
pair of ports ð1; 2Þ −… − ð2m − 1; 2mÞ −…; one can
characterize their n-photon indistinguishability by
monitoring the interference fringe observable for any of
the 2n output states having one photon for each pair of
ports ð2; 3Þ −… − ð2m; 2mþ 1Þ −… − ð1; NÞ.
This approach can be applied to quantify the amount of

genuine indistinguishability in different classes of multi-
photon states. Notable examples are the output of quantum-
dot-based photon sources, employed for the experimental
verification described below. Additionally, this approach
can be employed with states generated via other technol-
ogies, such as spontaneous parametric down-conversion
(SPDC) processes. Indeed, the decomposition in Eq. (5)
provides an accurate approximation of multimode states
generated via sets of SPDC sources when adequate spectral
filtering is used [16]. We note that output states useful to
this characterization can be detected with a probability
decreasing exponentially with n. However, no up-to-date
alternative method is able to produce an equivalent meas-
urement in a more efficient way. Thus, the present approach
can be fruitfully applied especially in near-term intermedi-
ate-scale experiments, which involve a number of photons
that is not too large.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Measurement of four-photon indistinguishability

We demonstrate experimentally the use of an eight-port
CI to characterize the indistinguishability of four-photon

states. The CI is realized as a reconfigurable waveguide
circuit, using the femtosecond laser direct writing techno-
logy [29,30,35,36]. In detail, single-mode waveguides are
inscribed in a commercial alumino-borosilicate glass sub-
strate (Eagle XG, Corning, Inc.) by irradiating the desired
paths with multiple laser scans and by performing thermal
annealing thereafter [37]. Note that, to implement the CI
layout in a compact fashion, waveguides are required to
pass one over the others without crossing, to reach the last
beam splitter connecting modes 1 and N; this is uniquely
made possible by the three-dimensional capabilities of
femtosecond laser micromachining. The integrated inter-
ferometer has a planar footprint of about 1 × 30 mm2; at
the crossing points, vertical separation between the wave-
guides is in the order of 20–30 μm.
A phase shifter is fabricated on the top surface, in

correspondence of one of the interferometer’s arm, by
patterning a resistive microheater in a gold film through
femtosecond laser ablation. Driving an electric current in
the microheater produces a local temperature increase,
which in turn induces a controlled phase shift on the
underlying waveguides due to the thermo-optic effect. To
interface the circuit with the photon sources and with the
detectors, single-mode fibers are glued with UV-curing
resin, to both the input and the output ports of the chip. In
order to enable the efficient collection of four-photon
coincidences, particular care was given to reducing the
insertion loss of the optical device, which results to be
lower than 2 dB.
A four-photon state is generated from a quantum dot

single-photon source. The QDSPS is based on a neutral
InGaAs quantum dot embedded in an electrically contacted
micropillar cavity [28,38], which is placed inside a
cryostat at 5 K. The QDSPS is excited using acoustic-
phonon-assisted near-resonant excitation [9] using a 15 ps
laser pulse centered at 924.4 nm, at a repetition rate of
82 MHz. This excitation scheme allows for increased
source efficiency and stability, a key requirement for
multiphoton experiments. The single photons are emitted
at 925.0 nm and are separated from the excitation
laser using three 0.8 nm bandpass filters with a trans-
mission of 95% and a laser suppression of approximately
40 dB per filter, before being collected into a single-mode
fiber. We characterize the single-photon purity of the
source in a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss measurement,
obtaining P ¼ 1 − gð2Þð0Þ ¼ ð98.1� 0.1Þ%.
The stream of single photons is separated into four spatial

modes using a demultiplexer (DMX) from Quandela. The
DMXconsists of an acousto-opticmodulator (AOM)which,
when driven by a time-varying radio-frequency (rf) signal,
diffracts the incoming light into different spatial modes
dependingon the driving frequency. The time-varying signal
driving the AOM has a total cycle time of 4ΔT: the rf signal
is on at three distinct frequencies for ΔT each, and then off
forΔT. As pictured in Fig. 2, the incoming photons are thus
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switched among four spatial modes: three corresponding to
first-order diffraction through the AOM at different
frequencies, and one corresponding to direct transmission
through theAOMwhen no rf signal is applied. Note that the
frequency shift of the photons induced via first-order
diffraction through the AOM is quite a lot smaller than
the bandwidth of the photons (∼200 MHz versus
∼2.1 GHz), and hence it does not affect significantly their
indistinguishability. After the DMX, the photons in all four
spatial modes are coupled into single-mode fibers of
different lengths such that the photons enter the CI
simultaneously.We can experimentally achieve a precision
of a few picoseconds in the arrival time of the single
photons, which is much smaller than their lifetime of about
145 ps. A quarter and a half wave plate are used on each
spatial mode to adjust the polarization of each photon at the
input of the CI. Special care was taken to achieve passive
mechanical and thermal stability of the DMX and fiber
delays. We use two versions of the DMX with different
cycle times 4ΔT (see Sec. III C), and the total transmission
of the DMX is ∼45% (∼65%) for the first (second) design.
The initial design of the DMX has an operating time of

ΔT ¼ 320 ns, meaning that the photons entering ports 1
and 7 of the interferometer were emitted by the QDSPS at
a separation time of 960 ns. In order to understand the
impact of delays on the multiphoton state, we investigate
the indistinguishability of the photons emitted by the
QDSPS at different separation times. We measure the
indistinguishability via two-photon HOM interference in a
path-unbalanced Mach-Zender interferometer. We extract
the visibility of HOM interference VHOM and correct
for the nonzero gð2Þð0Þ to extract the indistinguishability
of the single-photon component Ms [14]. When the delay
between the photons is 12.3 ns, corresponding to the pulse
separation of the laser, the visibility [indistinguishability]
is VHOM¼ð88.6�0.1Þ% [Ms¼ð92.3�0.1Þ%]. At longer
separation times the visibility (indistinguishability)
decreases due to residual charge noise in the QD

environment which leads to spectral wandering of the
QD emission, as shown in Table II (Appendix E), and
at a delay of 960 ns the HOM visibility [indistinguish-
ability] is VHOM ¼ ð72.7� 0.1Þ% [Ms ¼ ð76.0� 0.1Þ%].
We note that such decrease—stronger than previously
reported [39]—arises from the specific doping structure of
the devices under investigation, which favors a particular
charge state of the quantum dot at the expense of increased
charge noise.
We inject four simultaneous photons with parallel

polarization into the input ports (1, 3, 5, 7) of the
interferometer, and monitor the four-photon coincidences
on the output. Table I gives the 16 possible four-photon
output states where we expect to observe an interference
fringe according to the discussion in Sec. II C. The fringe,
i.e., the term cos α1 in the detection probability, takes either
a plus or minus sign according to Proposition 4, as
indicated in Table I. Figures 3(a)–3(c) show the number
of detected four-photon coincidence events in 30 min in
each of the 16 output states, and we see a clear difference in
the detected probability for the states that show constructive
and destructive interference. Each histogram is for a
different value of the electric power Pα1 dissipated on
the resistive microheater, which changes the internal phase
α1. The total four-photon coincidence rate here is approx-
imately 1.6 Hz. The integration window to define a four-
photon coincidence is set to 2 ns. With this integration
window the accidental-to-coincidences ratio is in the order
of 0.013� 0.002; this is defined as the ratio between the
average number of four-photon coincidences detected at
the output with three photons sent into the interferometer,
and the average number of four-photon coincidences
detected when four photons are injected. We add together
the detected events of all eight states characterized by
fringes with the same sign, to increase the measurement
statistics. In Fig. 3(d) we plot the total number of
coincidences for the outputs corresponding to constructive
(blue) or destructive (orange) interference as a function

FIG. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup. A quantum-dot-based single-photon source (QDSPS) is excited periodically and emits a
stream of single photons. The photons are separated into four spatial modes using a demultiplexer which is based on a periodically
driven acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The polarization of the photons is controlled using wave plates, and delay fibers are used to
ensure the simultaneous arrival times of the four photons. The photons are sent into the odd modes of the integrated CI, fabricated by
femtosecond laser micromachining. The photons are detected at the output of the interferometer using superconducting nanowire single-
photon detectors (SNSPDs), and four-photon coincidences are recorded using a correlator. The internal phase of the interferometer α1 is
varied by scanning the voltage applied to the microheater realized on the chip surface.
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of Pα1 , normalized to the mean value. We observe a clear
interference fringe in the four-photon coincidences, while
no variation is observed in the two- and three-photon
coincidence rates (graphs reported in Appendix F). We fit
the data according to P0 ∝ ð1� c1 cos αÞ for both the
constructive and destructive interference fringes. We
extract a visibility, or equivalently a four-photon indis-
tinguishability, of c1 ¼ 0.61� 0.01.

B. Verification: Two-photon bounds and full model

In order to verify and qualify this experimental result, we
use two techniques. Firstly, we deduce an upper and a lower
bound on the four-photon indistinguishability using the
two-photon pairwise indistinguishabilities. The geometry
of this interferometer also allows us to simultaneously
measure some of the pairwise indistinguishabilities of the
input photons, without changing the experimental setup. In
particular, photons A and B undergo HOM interference at
beam splitter BS5 (see Fig. 2). Therefore, by observing the
two-photon coincidences on outputs 2 and 3 we directly
measure the HOM interference visibility (and the two-
photon indistinguishability [14]) between photons A and B,
VAB (MAB). Similarly, the interference between photons B
and C is measured at outputs 4 and 5, C and D at outputs 6
and 7, and D and A at outputs 1 and 8. Note that these
measurements can be carried out simultaneously while
monitoring also the four-photon coincidences.
We use these values to obtain upper and lower bounds for

c1, by following the methodology discussed in Ref. [15]. In
particular, by considering the specific layout of the CI,
the following bounds for c1, based on the four

(a)

(d)

(b) (c)

FIG. 3. (a)–(c) Number of detected coincidences in 30 min for the 16 four-photon output states for a given electrical power Pα applied
to the internal phase shifter of the integrated interferometer. We observe a clear shift from (a) destructive interference at Pα ¼ 290 mW
(α1 ∼ 3π) to (c) constructive interference at Pα ¼ 426 mW (α1 ∼ 4π). The error bars indicate the shot-noise error

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
for a given number

of coincidences N. (d) The total normalized four-photon coincidence rate (sum of all eight output states) for the constructive and
destructive outputs, as a function of Pα1 or the phase α1.

TABLE I. Output states whose detection probability is described
by Eq. (4) when four identical photons in the state (1, 3, 5, 7) are
injected at the input of the CI. The sign of the interference fringe,
i.e., the sign of the term cos α1, is specified for each state.

Output state Fringe sign Output state Fringe sign

(1, 3, 5, 7) þ (1, 3, 5, 6) −
(1, 3, 4, 6) þ (1, 3, 4, 7) −
(1, 2, 5, 6) þ (1, 2, 5, 7) −
(1, 2, 4, 7) þ (1, 2, 4, 6) −
(3, 5, 6, 8) þ (3, 5, 7, 8) −
(3, 4, 7, 8) þ (3, 4, 6, 8) −
(2, 5, 7, 8) þ (2, 5, 6, 8) −
(2, 4, 6, 8) þ (2, 4, 7, 8) −
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indistinguishabilities ðMAB;MBC;MCD;MDAÞ that are
experimentally accessible, hold (see Appendix G):

c1 ≥ MAB þMBC þMCD þMDA − 3; ð9Þ
c1 ≤ min ðMAB;MBC;MCD;MDAÞ: ð10Þ

For the data presented in Fig. 3, the measured pairwise
HOM visibilities (indistinguishabilities) are VAB ¼ 0.727�
0.001 (MAB¼0.760�0.002), VBC¼0.790�0.001 (MBC ¼
0.825� 0.002), VCD ¼ 0.848� 0.001 (MCD ¼ 0.884�
0.002), VDA ¼ 0.755� 0.002 (MDA ¼ 0.789� 0.003).
In order to establish robust upper and lower bounds on c1,

we account for the experimental error in the measured
indistinguishability values via a bootstrapping approach (see
Appendix G). This provides upper and lower bounds on the
four-photon indistinguishability of 0.235 ≤ c1 ≤ 0.766.
The measured value c1 ¼ 0.61� 0.01 falls indeed within
these bounds.
Secondly, we developed a model to simulate the experi-

ment and explore the effect of experimental imperfections.
In fact, the visibility of the multiphoton interference
precisely corresponds to the parameter c1, which is the
multiphoton indistinguishability coefficient in the photonic
density matrix of Eq. (5), only in the ideal situation outlined
in Sec. II D. However, in a real experiment other physical
effects can be responsible for a reduction in the measured
visibility value. Some of these imperfections are intrinsi-
cally due to the source properties, such as multiphoton
emission, while other ones may depend on the measure-
ment apparatus, and include losses, imperfections of the
fabricated interferometer, and unbalanced detection effi-
ciencies. We developed a complete model to evaluate how
such imperfections affect the measurement of the visibility
and the extracted value of c1 (see Appendix H for more
details). By using the actual parameters of the apparatus,

the model predicts a value of c1 ¼ 0.590� 0.005, which is
in good agreement with the experimental results. This value
increases to c1 ¼ 0.661� 0.006 when only the partial
photon distinguishability is included (deduced from the
four accessible two-photon HOM measurements), while
all other noise sources are neglected. This means that all
other sources of imperfections contribute to a reduction of
∼0.07 in the measured value of c1. More specifically, the
main contribution to this reduction in the present experi-
ment is found to be provided by multiphoton emission
[gð2Þð0Þ ≃ 0.019 ≠ 0], while the effects of circuit errors and
unbalanced detection efficiencies are negligible. This addi-
tional analysis allows us to evaluate the impact of each
experimental imperfection, and provides a detailed bench-
mark for the performance of the experiment and photon
source.

C. Tuning indistinguishability

We measure how the visibility of the interference fringe
varies when one of the photons is made gradually distin-
guishable. We plot in Figs. 4(a)–4(d) the four-photon
interference fringes as we make photon A more and more
distinguishable by rotating its polarization with a half wave
plate (see arrow in Fig. 2). For each dataset we fit the
interference fringe according to P0 ∝ 1� c1 cos α1 and
extract c1. The experimental values of c1 are plotted as
a function of the minimum measured pairwise indistin-
guishabilityMmin in Fig. 5(a) as black circles. We calculate
the upper and lower bounds for the expected value of c1
from the two-photon overlaps, and these are shown as the
shaded blue regions in the same graph. We also perform
numerical simulations which account for experimental
imperfections, as described before and more fully in
Appendix H, and calculate the expected visibilities, which

Vmin = 0.548 ± 0.001
Mmin = 0.578 ± 0.001 

Vmin = 0.402 ± 0.003
Mmin = 0.435 ± 0.003 

Vmin = 0.217 ± 0.001
Mmin = 0.244 ± 0.001 

Vmin = –0.006 ± 0.009
Mmin = 0.02 ± 0.02 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIG. 4. Indistinguishability of photon A is reduced with respect to the others, by rotating its polarization using a half wave plate (with
respect to the reference position θ ¼ 0° of the experiment in Fig. 3). (a)–(d) Measured four-photon interference fringe when photon A is
made increasingly distinguishable, by rotating the half wave plate respectively by θðaÞ ¼ 11°, θðbÞ ¼ 19°, θðcÞ ¼ 31°, θðdÞ ¼ 45°. The
visibility of the interference fringe decreases, as the minimum measured two-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel interference visibility (extracted
single-photon indistinguishability) Vmin (Mmin) decreases. The measured four-photon interference fringe contrast drops to almost zero
when photon A is almost fully distinguishable.
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are plotted as orange squares. In all cases, there is a very
good agreement between the data and simulations. For
comparison, we calculate the expected value of the vis-
ibility if only the partial indistinguishability of the photons
was considered (i.e., a perfect interferometer and gð2Þ ¼ 0),
and these values are plotted as green diamonds.
We finally increase the two-photon indistinguishability

using two different methods, in order to explore higher
values of Mmin and c1. Firstly, we use the second version
of the DMX which has a shorter operating time of
ΔT ¼ 175 ns. The maximum separation time between

the interfering photons is then 525 ns and therefore
the minimal two-photon indistinguishability is higher at
Mmin ¼ 0.800� 0.004, because of reduced spectral wan-
dering of the quantum dot between the photon emissions. In
this case we extract a four-photon indistinguishability of
c1 ¼ 0.67� 0.02. The experimental interference fringes
are shown in Fig. 5(b), and the extracted value of c1 is also
plotted in Fig. 5(a) together with the calculated bounds and
simulated values. Secondly, we add a 12 pm Fabry-Perot
etalon to spectrally filter the single-photon source. This
decreases the effect that spectral wandering has on the two-
photon indistinguishability by postselecting the single-
photon emission within a narrow bandwidth. However,
this reduces the source brightness by approximately at
factor of 3, which significantly decreases the four-photon
coincidence rate; thus we characterize this condition only
for α1 ¼ 2π [see the purple dots in Fig. 5(b), which were
acquired with an integration time of 16 h]. The mini-
mum two-photon indistinguishability in the latter case is
Mmin¼ 0.8727�0.0007 and the experimental four-photon
indistinguishability is c1 ¼ 0.81� 0.03. As can be seen in
Fig. 5(a) there is again a good agreement between the
experiment and simulations for these data points.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a robust way to measure the genuine
n-photon indistinguishability of multiphoton states. Our
method relies on a photonic circuit with 2n modes and a
cyclic array of beam splitters. When n photons are
injected in the circuit in specific input configurations, a
quantum interference fringe is observed while scanning
the internal phases of the device. In practice, we demo-
nstrate that it is sufficient to harness a single phase term,
governed by a single thermo-optic phase shifter fabricated
upon one arm of the interferometer. The visibility of this
fringe provides a direct quantification of the multiphoton
indistinguishability.
Our experimental study with four photons demonstrates

the reliability of our approach. In fact, the conducted
measurements are shown to be very robust against the
interferometer imperfections and allow access to the true
multiphoton indistinguishability for photons of various
quantum purity.
We emphasize that our CI can be scaled to an arbitrary

number of modes, while keeping the same depth of only
two layers of beam splitters and thus maintaining low
optical loss. This makes it a powerful tool to characterize
multiphoton indistinguishability for increasing number of
photons, a key resource in photonic quantum technologies.
As a matter of fact, the estimation of the bounds to the

genuine indistinguishability provided by pairwise Hong-
Ou-Mandel experiments, as those discussed in Ref. [15],
can be measured with high efficiency and could be
preferred in some scenarios to evaluate quickly the photon-
source performance. However, the separation between the
estimated bounds, which corresponds to an uncertainty for
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Simulations (g(2)= 0)
Bounds
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(b)

FIG. 5. (a) Four-photon indistinguishability c1 as a function of
the minimum pairwise indistinguishability Mmin. Black circles:
experimental data, extracted from the visibility of the four-photon
interference fringe. Orange squares: simulated interference visi-
bility including all experimental imperfections. Green diamonds:
simulated interference visibility only accounting for partial dis-
tinguishability of the input photons, and assuming zero multi-
photon emission (gð2Þ ¼ 0), an ideal interferometer, and perfect
detection efficiency. Blue shaded regions: upper and lower
bounds calculated from Eqs. (9) and (10) using the four measured
pairwise indistinguishabilities. (b) Measured four-photon coinci-
dence fringe as a function of the internal phase of the interfer-
ometer α using a faster DMX to give access to a higher
Mmin ¼ 0.800� 0.004. The visibility here is c1 ¼ 0.67� 0.02.
The purple points were obtained using a 12 pm Fabry-Perot
etalon to spectrally filter the photons and improve the minimum
pairwise indistinguishability to Mmin ¼ 0.8727� 0.0007. Only
one phase value is sampled here, and we obtain a visibility of
c1 ¼ 0.81� 0.03.
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the measured indistinguishability, depends only on the
characteristics of the photon states and cannot be improved
by, e.g., a longer measurement. The method presented here
provides a direct estimator of the genuine indistinguish-
ability, which can be evaluated with arbitrarily good
precision provided that the measurement is conducted
for a sufficiently long time to accumulate statistics.
We believe this study may open new paths in funda-

mental research on quantum interference beyond photon-
ics. Indeed, the novel design of our device shows that it is
possible to access physical properties of a whole set of
quantum particles, such as their genuine quantum indis-
tinguishability, by overlapping their paths only pairwise in
a cyclical way between next neighbors in the initial states,
and by performing collective detection at the output.
Further ramifications may be foreseen in the quantum
metrology field. In fact, we provide here an example of a
device whose properties (namely, its internal phases) are
accessible and measurable only with states composed by a
minimum number of photons, while they are transparent to
Fock states with lower numbers.
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APPENDIX A: INFLUENCE OF
THE PHASE TERMS

Physical phase shifts, placed in one of the internal optical
paths of a multimode interferometer, can affect the meas-
urable output state in a way that is not straightforward. In
addition, the observation that distinct phase shifters affect
in a measurable way the output state does not mean that
they are acting on independent parameters of the unitary
transformation of the multimode device.
Here we exemplify these considerations in the simple

case of a two-arm Mach-Zehnder interferometer, such as

the one depicted in Fig. 6(a). The device is composed of
two symmetric beam splitters and two different phase plates
in the internal arms. If we model the beam splitters with
the matrix

UBS ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

2

�
1 i

i 1

�
; ðA1Þ

the matrix of the full interferometer is calculated as

UMZI ¼ UBS

�
eiψ1 0

0 eiψ2

�
UBS

¼ 1

2

�
eiψ1 − eiψ2 iðeiψ1 þ eiψ2Þ

iðeiψ1 þ ieiψ2Þ −eiψ1 þ eiψ2

�
: ðA2Þ

It is clear that, in general, both varying ψ1 or ψ2 will
have some measurable influence on the output state of the
interferometer; in particular, a change in either of the two
phases will produce interference fringes.
Let us now calculate the matrix of the other interferom-

eter depicted in Fig. 6(b). Actually, one would observe that
it is exactly the same as UMZI:

�
eiψ2 0

0 eiψ2

�
UBS

�
eiðψ1−ψ2Þ 0

0 1

�
UBS

¼ 1

2

�
eiψ1 − eiψ2 iðeiψ1 þ eiψ2Þ

iðeiψ1 þ ieiψ2Þ −eiψ1 þ eiψ2

�
¼ UMZI: ðA3Þ

The perfect correspondence between the two configu-
rations of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) can also be understood by
analyzing the phase delays accumulated along the optical

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 6. The Mach-Zehnder interferometers (a) and (b) are
described by precisely the same unitary matrix UMZI. The
interferometer in (c) is described instead by an equivalent matrix
U0

MZI ¼ CUMZI, where C is a diagonal matrix with only
phase terms.
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paths. All possible paths result in either ψ1 or ψ2 delay in
both configurations.
At this point, one would comment that the phases ψ2 at

the outputs of the second Mach-Zehnder interferometer
may be removed without altering the effective circuit
operation on Fock states. This means that the interfero-
meters in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) are both equivalent to the one
represented in Fig. 6(c), which is described by the matrix:

U0
MZI ¼

1

2

�
eiðψ1−ψ2Þ − 1 iðeiðψ1−ψ2Þ þ 1Þ

iðeiðψ1−ψ2Þ þ 1Þ −eiðψ1−ψ2Þ þ 1

�
: ðA4Þ

This also means that what is actually affecting the operation
of this interferometer is the phase difference ψ1 − ψ2 and
not the two individual phases. In other terms, there is only
one degree of freedom available for both of these elements.

APPENDIX B: EQUIVALENT CYCLIC
INTERFEROMETERS

We discuss in this appendix how to transform the general
layout of CI shown in Fig. 1(b) into the simplified one
of Fig. 1(c).
We consider the two procedures schematized in Fig. 7. In

Fig. 7(a) it is shown how the phase delay ϕB, placed on an
odd mode 2mþ 1, can be removed (i.e., the phase on that
arm can be set to zero), without any change in the matrix of
the device. To do so, the phase ϕA present on mode 2m is
changed to ϕA − ϕB, and two phase shifts equal to ϕB are
added at the outputs 2m and 2mþ 1. One observes that, for
any chosen couple of input and output ports, a photon
traveling in the circuit undergoes the same overall phase
delay in the two configurations. Since beam splitter oper-
ations have not changed, this means that the two configu-
rations are described by precisely the same unitary matrix.
The procedure shown in Fig. 7(b) is analogous to the one just

described, but applies to a phase delay ϕB placed on an even
mode 2m. In this case, the phase shifter ϕA already present
on mode 2m − 1 is changed to ϕA − ϕB, and two phase
shifters ϕB are added at the inputs 2m − 1 and 2m.
These two procedures can be applied alternately starting

from the Nth mode up to the second mode of the CI in
Fig. 1(b), producing an interferometer with all the phase
terms on the internal arms set to zero, except for the phase
α1 on the first arm. Given the iterative simplification
procedures that have been operated, the phase term α1
contains an algebraic sum of all the phases ϕi initially
considered in the interferometer, as in Eq. (2). Then, the
phase shifters at the inputs and at the outputs, represented
with dashed contours, can be removed without changing
the output distribution of the device (see also the example
in Appendix A). This proves that the interferometer in
Fig. 1(c) is equivalent to the one in Fig. 1(b), in the sense of
Definition 1.

APPENDIX C: ODD MODES TO ODD MODES
DETECTION PROBABILITY

We consider in this appendix an experiment conducted
using a CI with N ¼ 2n modes, in which n photons are
injected one per each odd input mode, and n-photon
coincidence detection is operated at the output, detecting
one photon per each odd output mode.

1. Indistinguishable photons

If the n photons are perfectly identical, the probability to
detect this output state is given by [40]

Pg;h ¼
jperm Sg;hj2

μ1!μ2! � � � μN!ν1!ν2! � � � νN!
; ðC1Þ

(a)

(b)

FIG. 7. Procedures for reducing the number of phase shifters in the device of Fig. 1(a), without changing its output distribution when
Fock states are injected at the inputs. The procedures allow us to set to zero the phase term placed on one of the internal arms, by
modifying the phase on the upper adjacent arm and by adding phase shifts at the inputs or at the outputs. Panels (a) and (b) hold,
respectively, for odd and even arms.
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where μi and νi are the number of particles present in mode
i in the g and h states, respectively. Sg;h is the scattering

matrix with elements Si;j ¼ Uhi;gj (where U is the unitary
matrix of the interferometer) and perm S denotes the
permanent of the matrix S.
The elements of the n × n scattering matrix S can be

worked out by inspection of the interferometer layout,
considering the attenuation and phase delays undergone by
a photon in all the relevant optical paths. In detail, for the
considered input and output states, the element Sr;c (with
1 ≤ r ≤ n and 1 ≤ c ≤ n) is related to the path from the
input port 2c − 1 to the output port 2r − 1 of the full device.
Among the different equivalent interferometers, we refer to
the one represented in Fig. 1(c).
A photon injected in the (2m − 1)th mode can reach the

(2mþ 1)th mode undergoing two 50% transmissions on
the first and second beam splitters, each giving a phase
delay equal to i ¼ eiπ=2 [we describe the beam splitters as
in Eq. (A1)]. Thus,

Smþ1;m ¼ 1

2
i2 ¼ −

1

2
; m ≠ n;m ≠ 1: ðC2Þ

Alternatively, a photon from the same input may exit from
the (2m − 1)th mode undergoing two 50% reflections (each
giving a null phase delay, according to our beam splitter
model):

Sm;m ¼ 1

2
; m ≠ 1: ðC3Þ

All other elements of the scattering matrix associated to this
input are vanishing, because there are no other odd modes
connected to it.
To complete the picture, we take into account the special

case given by the first and by the (N − 1)th inputs of the
interferometer, which produce the following elements that
do not obey to the previous rules:

S1;1 ¼
1

2
eiα1 ; S1;n ¼ −

1

2
: ðC4Þ

Finally, the scattering matrix S is given by

S ¼ 1

2

2
66666666664

eiα1 −1
−1 1

−1 1

. .
. . .

.

. .
. . .

.

−1 1

3
77777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
n×n

; ðC5Þ

which is essentially a bidiagonal matrix with an additional
S1;n element. The permanent of S can be developed as

follows, according to the Laplace formula (adapted to
permanents):

perm S ¼ eiα1

2
perm

1

2

2
666666664

1

−1 1

. .
. . .

.

. .
. . .

.

−1 1

3
777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðn−1Þ×ðn−1Þ

−
1

2
perm

1

2

2
666666664

−1 1

−1 1

. .
. . .

.

. .
.

1

−1

3
777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðn−1Þ×ðn−1Þ

: ðC6Þ

Now, by applying recursively the Laplace formula it is not
difficult to show that

perm
1

2

2
666666664

1

−1 1

. .
. . .

.

. .
. . .

.

−1 1

3
777777775
¼

�
1

2

�
n−1

ðC7Þ

and

perm
1

2

2
6666666664

−1 1

−1 1

. .
. . .

.

. .
.

1

−1

3
7777777775
¼

�
−
1

2

�
n−1

; ðC8Þ

where n − 1 is the dimension of the matrix. Hence, we
obtain

perm S ¼ 1

2n
½eiα1 þ ð−1Þn�: ðC9Þ

As a consequence, the probability to detect the output state
h ¼ ð1; 3; 5;…Þ, given the input state g ¼ ð1; 3; 5;…Þ, has
the expression given by Eq. (3) and Proposition 3 is proven.
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2. Distinguishable photons

If the photons injected in the odd modes are completely
distinguishable, the probability to detect them at the output
again on the odd modes is given by [40]

Pdist ¼ permfjSi;jj2g: ðC10Þ

Thus, we need to calculate

permfjSi;jj2g ¼ perm
1

22

2
66666666664

1 1

1 1

1 1

. .
. . .

.

. .
. . .

.

1 1

3
77777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
n×n

: ðC11Þ

Proceeding similarly to the previous case, we have

permfjSi;jj2g¼
1

4
perm

1

4

2
6666666664

1

1 1

. .
. . .

.

. .
. . .

.

1 1

3
7777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðn−1Þ×ðn−1Þ

þ1

4
perm

1

4

2
6666666664

1 1

1 1

. .
. . .

.

. .
.

1

1

3
7777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðn−1Þ×ðn−1Þ

; ðC12Þ

where

perm
1

4

2
6666666664

1

1 1

. .
. . .

.

. .
. . .

.

1 1

3
7777777775

¼ perm
1

4

2
6666666664

1 1

1 1

. .
. . .

.

. .
.

1

1

3
7777777775
¼

�
1

4

�
n−1

: ðC13Þ

Therefore, we obtain

permfjSi;jj2g ¼ 2
1

4

�
1

4

�
n−1

¼ 1

22n−1
; ðC14Þ

as in Eq. (7).

APPENDIX D: GENERIC n-PHOTON
INTERFERENCE FRINGES

We prove here Proposition 4, which we report again
below for convenience.Proposition 4.—Given a N ¼ 2n
mode CI, an n-photon interference fringe as a function of
the internal phases can be measured if and only if the input
state has precisely one photon per each pair of input ports
ð1; 2Þ −… − ð2m − 1; 2mÞ −… and the output state has
precisely one photon per each pair of output ports
ð2; 3Þ −… − ð2m; 2mþ 1Þ −… − ð1; NÞ. In particular,
for each input-output combination satisfying this rule,
the detection probability takes the form:

P ¼ 1

22n−1
½1þ ð−1Þnþpþq cos α1�; ðD1Þ

where p is the number of occupied even modes in the input
state, and q is the number of occupied even modes in the
output state.
First, we prove that an input state with n photons that

does not satisfy the above described condition will not
produce any interference fringe, as a function of the internal
phases of the CI.
Let us indeed consider an input state for which at least a

given pair of inputs (2m − 1, 2m) is empty. Then we can
choose, as a model for the interferometer, the one having
a single phase shifter α2m−1 on the (2m − 1)th mode: no
photon of the input state would propagate across this arm,
which means that varying its phase value would not give
any interference fringe. An analogous reasoning can be
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made, considering an output state with at least a given
pair of outputs (2m, 2mþ 1) empty. Choosing indeed the
model of the interferometer that has a single phase shifter
on mode 2mþ 1, we observe that this phase shifter would
not be able to influence any of the photons present in the
output state.
Second, we prove that all the mentioned input and output

states provide multiphoton interference fringes.
We know already (see Proposition 3, proved in

Appendix C) that the couple of states g¼ h¼ð1;3;5;…Þ
produces interference fringes as a function of the internal
phases. Let us consider what happens when we change the
position of one input photon of g from an odd mode to the
following even mode (i.e., from mode 2m − 1 to mode 2m).
This pair of odd and even input modes of the interferometer
correspond respectively to the upper and lower input modes
of the same beam splitter, among the ones composing the
first layer.
Since the beam splitter is balanced, the probability for a

photon to exit in the upper or lower port of the beam splitter
is the same, independently of the port from which it has
entered. However, depending on the input, the phase
acquired is different, according to the phase terms of
the elements of the unitary matrix Eq. (1), as shown in
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). If we place suitable phase shifters as in
Fig. 8(c), a photon entering the upper (odd) mode acquires
at the two output arms the same phase delays as if it
entered the lower (even) mode. One of such phase shifters,
having value −π=2, is placed directly at the input port and
cannot affect in any way the probability distribution of
the photons at output of the complete interferometer.

The other phase shifter, having value π, is instead added in
the internal paths of the interferometer. In practice,
exchanging the position of one of the input photons
(within the same pair of allowed inputs) is equivalent
to adding π to the internal phase α1 in Eq. (3); we further
note that adding π to α1 is equivalent to a change of the
sign of cos α1 in the formula.
A similar reasoning can be made regarding the change in

the position of one photon of the output state, from an even
mode to the following odd mode (i.e., from mode 2m to
mode 2mþ 1, with the exception of mode 2m ¼ N which
has to be exchanged with mode 1). This pair of odd and
even input modes of the interferometer correspond respec-
tively to the upper and lower input modes of one beam
splitter of the second layer, looking at the full interferom-
eter. Let θ1 and θ2 be the phases that a photon, entering
respectively the upper and lower input ports of the beam
splitter, has already acquired before entering. Upon detec-
tion on the upper output mode [Fig. 9(a)], the total phase is
θ01 ¼ θ1 or θ02 ¼ θ2 þ π=2, respectively, depending on the
input port. On the other hand, upon detection on the lower
output mode [Fig. 9(b)], the total phase at the output is,
respectively, θ01 ¼ θ1 þ π=2 or θ02 ¼ θ2. If we add suitable
phase shifters on the upper input and output modes
[Fig. 9(c)], we can make a photon detected on the upper
mode acquire the same phases as if it were detected on the
lower mode. The relevant phase shifter, with regard to the

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 8. (a) A photon that enters the upper port of a beam
splitter, according to our modeling [Eq. (A1)], acquires θ1 ¼ 0
phase delay when exiting on the upper port, and θ1 ¼ π=2 phase
delay when exiting on the lower port. (b) A photon that enters the
lower port has the symmetric behavior. (c) Suitable phase shifters,
placed on the input and output ports, make a photon entering the
upper port to acquire the same phase delays as if it entered the
lower one.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 9. (a) A photon detected at the upper output port of a beam
splitter acquires a total phase θ01 ¼ θ1 if it has entered the beam
splitter from the upper input port carrying a phase θ1, or a phase
θ01 ¼ θ1 if it has entered the beam splitter from the lower input
port carrying a phase θ2. (b) Symmetric considerations can be
made for a photon detected at the lower output port. (c) Suitable
phase shifters can be added, to make the phases acquired by a
photon detected on the upper output port equal to the ones that
would have been acquired if detection occurred on the lower
output port, as in case (b).
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output photon distribution, is only the one that would be
added on the internal arms of the full interferometer, i.e.,
the one at the input of the considered beam splitter, having a
value of π. Also in this case, the addition of this phase term
to the internal phase is equivalent to a change of the sign of
cos α1 in Eq. (3).
We note that both the exchange operations discussed

above, when they are performed on a state compatible with
Proposition 4, produce again a state compatible with that
proposition. More precisely, all the input and output states
compatible with Proposition 4 can be transformed one into
the other by a certain number of such exchange operations.

In particular, all the input states compatible with the
proposition can be derived from the state g ¼ ð1; 3; 5;…;
2n − 1Þ with p exchanges of photon position, and analo-
gously all the relevant output states can be obtained from
h ¼ ð1; 3; 5;…; 2n − 1Þ with q exchanges. Each of these
exchanges is associated to a sign change of the term cosα1,
resulting in a multiplicative factor ð−1Þpþq.
One notes that p and q correspond to the number of

occupied even modes in the input and output states,
respectively, and proof of the proposition is completed.

APPENDIX E: EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS OF
THE PHOTON SOURCE

The single-photon source is based on a QD coupled to a
micropillar cavity. The micropillar is fabricated from a
planar sample embedding a λ cavity, surrounded by two
DBRs (distributed Bragg reflectors) [GaAs=Al0.9Ga0.1As,
with 14 (28) pairs for the top (bottom)mirror]. The λ cavity is
made of a GaAs, with a single InGaAs QD, and a 20-nm-
thick tunneling barrier of Al0.1Ga0.9As positioned 10 nm
above the QD layer. The sample is doped to get an effective
p-i-n diode structure and the micropillar is contacted to a
larger structure for electrical contact, as shown in Fig. 10.
The electrically contacted micropillar fabricated

using the in situ lithography technique [38,41] has a quality
factor of Q ∼ 2770. Using the Stark effect induced by the
electrical field applied to the p-i-n diode we are able to tune
the QD in resonance with the microcavity, yielding an
emission lifetime of T1 ¼ 145 ps and an indistinguish-
ability of Ms ¼ ð92.3� 0.1Þ%. The potential difference
also induces bending of the energy bands that flush all
trapped charges, thus reducing the charge noise and
spectral wandering of the emission [28].
We show in Table II the measured visibility (indistin-

guishability) of two photons emitted by the QDSPS as a
function of the delay between their emission. The repetition
rate of the laser is 82 MHz, which means the delay between
a photon and the pth subsequent photon is a multiple
of 12.2 ns.
Two different time-to-spatial demultiplexers are used to

generate a four-photon state at the input of the CI, i.e., four
photons synchronized in four different fibers, from a single-
channel stream of photon at 82 MHz. Practically speak-
ing, in both versions the stream of single photon is sent to a

FIG. 10. Schematic of the experimental setup to generate a
single-photons stream. (a) The single-photons stream is generated
by a quantum dot single-photons source based on a neutrally
charged InGaAs quantum dot embedded in an electrically
contacted micropillar (∅ ¼ 2 μm) cavity operating at ∼5 K.
The QDSPS is excited using acoustic-phonon-assisted near-
resonant (Δλ ¼ 0.7 nm) excitation [9] with a 15 ps pulsed
(82 MHz) laser at λ ¼ 924.4 nm. We apply a voltage of V ¼
−2.0 V to tune the QD into resonance with the cavity. The
photons emitted at λ ¼ 925.0 nm are collected with a high
numerical aperture (NA ¼ 0.7) aspheric lens mounted inside
the cryostat to mitigate mechanical noise. This excitation scheme
allows us to reach a high polarized first lens brightness (∼19%),
defined as the probability per pulse that a single photon is
generated and exits the micropillar and reaches the aspheric lens.
This is calculated by recording the generated rate of photons and
accounting for the optical losses of the setup. We separate the
single photon from the laser using three bandpass filters, resulting
in a total suppression of the excitation laser of around 120 dB.
This optical setup allows for a high fibered brightness (∼9.5%).

TABLE II. Visibility (indistinguishability) of two photons emitted by the QDSPS as a function of the delay between their emission.
The gð2Þð0Þ value is also specified.

Delay (ns) 12.2� 0.1 175� 1 320� 1 525� 1 960� 1

Emitted photons 1 14 26 43 79

gð2Þð0Þ (%) 1.9� 0.1 1.7� 0.1 1.9� 0.1 1.7� 0.1 1.2� 0.1

VHOM (%) 88.6� 0.1 86.4� 0.4 84.8� 0.1 76.9� 0.4 74.2� 0.1
Ms (%) 92.3� 0.2 89.6� 0.2 88.4� 0.2 80.0� 0.2 76.0� 0.2
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free-space AOM driven by a varying rf signal acting as a
switch between four different fibered outputs (see Fig. 2).
What differs in the two versions is the switching time
between two rf frequencies, and the total insertion loss. The
first version (DMX4) is a prototype provided by Quandela
as a proof of concept. The switching time between two rf
frequencies, defined as the time to switch from 5% (channel
off) to 95% (channel on) of maximal transmission, is of the
order of 120 ns. The rf driver is set to a predefined
frequency corresponding to diffraction to a given output
for a duration τ ¼ 200 ns. The operating time of one
channel is thus ΔT ¼ 320 ns, yielding a maximum delay
between two photons of 960 ns. For this first version the
total insertion loss (fiber to fiber) is ∼3.5 dB. The second
version (DMX6) is a commercially available rackable six-
outputs spatial demultiplexer loaned by Quandela. The
design of the DMX has been revisited and optimized to
reach a high mechanical stability, a low insertion loss, and a
fast switching time. The switching time between two rf
frequencies has been lowered to 60 ns. We address each
output for τ ¼ 115 ns so that the operating time is ΔT ¼
175 ns and the maximal delay between photon is 525 ns.
The total insertion loss is ∼1.9 dB.

APPENDIX F: n < 4 PHOTON COINCIDENCES

We show experimentally that the global internal phase of
the interferometer only gives rise to interference fringes for
four-photon coincidences, as expected from the theory (see
Proposition 2, Sec. II C).
While acquiring the four-photon coincidences we also

monitor all two- and three-photon coincidences. We select
here two particular four-channel output states of interest
from Table I, namely (1, 3, 5, 7) and (1, 3, 5, 6), on which

we observe clear variation in the four-photon coincidences
corresponding to constructive and destructive four-photon
interference, respectively. We display the rate of two- and
three-photon coincidences on various subsets of these
channels, as we vary the internal phase: In Fig. 11 we
show the normalized three-photon coincidence rate on
channels (1, 3, 6) and (1, 3, 7), as well as the two-photon
coincidence rate on channels (5, 6) and (5, 7). We observe
no variation in the rate of two- and three-photon coinci-
dences with the phase α1, as expected. Note that the same
result is observed for all permutations of channels. We only
plot a small selection here for clarity.

APPENDIX G: BOUNDS FOR c1 AND FOR
UNMEASURED OVERLAPS

As discussed in Refs. [15,16,42], specific families of
interferometers can be employed to perform n-photon
indistinguishability tests based on the measurement of
pairwise overlaps Mij between the photons. The overlaps
are related to the bunching probabilities pb

ij in a 50=50
beam splitter asMij ¼ 2pb

ij − 1, and can be estimated from
the Hong-Ou-Mandel visibilities Vij. The possibility of
bounding the value of n-photon indistinguishability is
obtained by considering that certain families of interfer-
ometers can be described as graphs. More specifically, in
interferometers performing measurement of pairwise HOM
interference, nodes on the graphs can be associated to the
different photons, while edges between two nodes corre-
spond to the measurement of a HOM visibility between the
corresponding particles. By considering a state model
such as the one of Eq. (5), logical propositions associated
to the graph structure can be used to provide bounds
on c1 based on the measured overlaps. Notably, this
methodology can be applied to the interferometer imple-
mented in this paper which, besides allowing for four-
photon interference fringes, also performs two-photon
HOM interference between certain pairs of input photons.
By using the approach of Refs. [15,16,42], the graph edges
can be mapped to logical propositions, which must satisfy
an appropriate set of inequalities to represent a consistent
set of probabilities. We obtain the following bounds for c1
based on the four overlaps for particles A, B, C, and D
according to the notation in Fig. 3 ðMAB;MBC;MCD;MDAÞ
measured via the CI:

c1 ≥ MAB þMBC þMCD þMDA − 3; ðG1Þ

c1 ≤ minðMAB;MBC;MCD;MDAÞ; ðG2Þ

MAB þMBC − 1 ≤ MAC ≤ 1 − jMAB −MBCj; ðG3Þ

MBC þMCD − 1 ≤ MBD ≤ 1 − jMBC −MCDj: ðG4Þ

FIG. 11. Normalized rate of four-photon coincidences as a
function of the internal phase of the CI, α1, for two output modes
corresponding to constructive (destructive) interference, com-
pared to a selection of normalized two- and three-photon
coincidences. Note that the two- and three-photon coincidences
have been normalized by the mean number of two-photon and
three-photon coincidences, respectively, and offset by a constant
value so they do not overlap on the plot. The four-photon
interference data in this graph are taken from Fig. 3.
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To estimate the upper and lower bounds from
experimentally estimated overlaps, which are affected
by measurement error, we have applied a bootstrapping
approach. More specifically, we generate 104 sets of the
four indistinguishability values with a normal distribu-
tion matching the experimentally obtained mean and
standard deviation, and then calculate the upper and lower
bound for each set fc1minðiÞ; c1maxðiÞg using Eqs. (9) and
(10), respectively. We then take the lower bound
as c1min ¼ meanfc1minðiÞg − 3 s:d:fc1minðiÞg, c1max ¼
meanfc1maxðiÞg þ 3 s:d:fc1maxðiÞg.

APPENDIX H: MODELING EXPERIMENTAL
IMPERFECTIONS

Here we discuss a model to take into account the effect
of experimental imperfections in the estimation of c1. In
particular, we consider different effects that influence the
measured value of c1 following the method described in the
main text. A schematic representation of the full model is
shown in Fig. 12 that displays the relevant parameters that
we detail and explain below. The main source of deviation
of the estimate from the true c1 value is multiphoton
emission, i.e., the nonzero probability that the source emits
more than one photon per mode (p2). We then consider and
include the effect of losses (η) within the apparatus, the
presence of fabrication errors in the integrated device
[Ueffðα1Þ�, and unbalanced detection efficiencies (ηi).
Note that in the model we have also included the effect

of partial photon distinguishability (ρð4Þx ), which is the
actual physical effect that the experiment aims at recon-
structing via the estimation of the parameter c1. A detailed
description of how these effects are included in the model is
reported below.

Multiphoton emission and losses.—Let us consider that
the photon source has a nonzero gð2Þð0Þ. The state gen-
erated by the source, on each time bin (separated by
12.2 ns) before demultiplexing, can be written as

ρi ¼ p0j0iih0ij þ p1j1iih1ij þ p2jð1; 1̃Þiihð1; 1̃Þij: ðH1Þ

Here, jkii stands for k photons on mode i, while p0, p1, and
p2 are the probabilities of having 0, 1, and 2 photons in a
single time bin, respectively. Their values can be obtained
from the source brightness B ∼ p1 þ p2 and from the
gð2Þð0Þ parameter as gð2Þð0Þ ¼ 2p2=ðp1 þ 2p2Þ2 by direct
calculation from the definition gð2Þð0Þ ¼ hnðn − 1Þi=hni2.
Notation jð1; 1̃Þii describes the emission of two photons
in the same time bin, corresponding to the addition of a
noise photon to the principal one. Within this model, we
will neglect higher-order noise terms. For quantum dot
sources [14], the overlap of such noise photon with the
principal one can be approximated to ∼0; that is, the noise
photon ð1̃Þ is distinguishable from the others (1) [14]. The
complete input state after demultiplexing can be written as
a density matrix:

ρð4Þ ¼ ρ1ρ3ρ5ρ7; ðH2Þ

where ρi is the incoherent mixture of Eq. (H1). For the low
values of gð2Þð0Þ attained by the source described in this
paper, p2 is small with respect to p1. It is then possible to
neglect all terms with more than one noise photon in state
ρð4Þ. By further keeping only terms with at least four
photons (that are the only relevant ones for the four-photon
coincidence measurements), the density matrix can thus be
approximated as

FIG. 12. Schematic and synoptic view on the parameters involved to model the action of multiphoton emission, circuit errors, losses,
and unbalanced detection on the performed experiment to retrieve indistinguishability c1. The modeling of each noise contribution and
their respective relevant parameters are detailed in the text of Appendix H. The estimated values cmod

1 turning on successive noise
contributions in the model are given in Table IV which also specifies the values of the parameters used in each case.
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ρð4Þ∼p4
1j11;13;15;17ih11;13;15;17j

þp0p2
1p2fjð1; 1̃Þ1;03;15;17ihð1; 1̃Þ1;03;15;17j

þ jð1; 1̃Þ1;13;05;17ihð1; 1̃Þ1;13;05;17jþ…g
þp3

1p2fjð1; 1̃Þ1;13;15;17ihð1; 1̃Þ1;13;15;17j
þ j11;ð1; 1̃Þ3;15;17ih11;ð1; 1̃Þ3;15;17jþ…g; ðH3Þ

where all possible permutations have to be included in the
parentheses.

Up to now we have neglected the effect of losses. If
losses are almost equally distributed among the arms of the
interferometer, we can apply the results of Ref. [43]. In this
case, losses commute with linear optical elements, includ-
ing demultiplexing and detection efficiencies. Thus, we can
equivalently put all the losses occurring in the apparatus
right before the input of the eight-mode interferometer, by
defining the overall transmission parameter η (per photon).
The state after losses can be written as the sum of different
contributions:

ρð4Þ;η ¼ ½p4
1η

4 þ 4p3
1p2η

4ð1− ηÞ�j11;13;15;17ih11;13;15;17j
þ ½p3

1p2η
4ð1− ηÞ�fj1̃1;13;15;17ih1̃1;13;15;17j þ j11; 1̃3;15;17ih11; 1̃3;15;17j þ � � �g

þ ½p0p2
1p2η

4 þp3
1p2η

4ð1− ηÞ�fjð1; 1̃Þ1;03;15;17ihð1; 1̃Þ1;03;15;17j þ jð1; 1̃Þ1;13;05;17ihð1; 1̃Þ1;13;05;17j þ � � �g
þ ½p3

1p2η
5�fjð1; 1̃Þ1;13;15;17ihð1; 1̃Þ1;13;15;17j þ j11; ð1; 1̃Þ3;15;17ih11; ð1; 1̃Þ3;15;17j þ � � �g; ðH4Þ

where the states are written according to the notation
described above.
The first three groups of terms correspond to states with

four input photons on the device, and will provide a
contribution to the detection of a given four-photon event
whenever the corresponding probability is nonzero.
Conversely, the last terms correspond to five input photons
on the device. By considering that SNSPDs are nonphoton
number resolving detectors, it is necessary to consider that
they can provide nonzero contribution to four-detector
clicks in different cases. For instance, let us take output
modes (1, 3, 5, 7). A nonzero contribution is obtained for
the five-photon terms when one of the following output
configurations is obtained:

ð2; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0Þ; ð1; 0; 2; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0Þ;
ð1; 0; 1; 0; 2; 0; 1; 0Þ; ð1; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 2; 0Þ; ðH5Þ

where ði1; i2;…; i8Þ stand for ik photons on output mode k
(see the second line of Table III).
The overall output probability is finally retrieved by

summing up all probabilities corresponding to terms and

weights of Eq. (H4), by considering for five-photon terms
all possible configurations yielding to a useful signal
according to Eq. (H5).
Partial photon distinguishability.—To include the effect

of partial photon distinguishability, one can rely on differ-
ent papers discussing such effect in a boson sampling
framework [44–46]. These models substantially take into
account that indistinguishability between the particles is
described by a Hermitian matrix Sij, representing the set of
pairwise overlaps. In general, one has jSijj ≤ 1 (for i ≠ j),
while Sij ¼ 1 is obtained when photons i and j are
indistinguishable. Such overlaps can be different for each
photon pair, and include all degrees of freedom that add
distinguishability to the generated photon state. Notably,
HOM pairwise visibility between particles i and j provides
information on the moduli jSijj, while it is insensitive to the
complex phases.
We have assumed, in our model, the simplified scenario

where Sij are real numbers. Furthermore, we have con-
sidered a description where each principal photon has a
probability xi to be indistinguishable, and a probability
ð1 − xiÞ to be fully distinguishable from the others. As

TABLE III. Configurations providing contributions to the input-output probability, in the presence of multiphoton emission and
losses, for output modes (1, 3, 5, 7). Analogous tables can be constructed for each set of 4 output modes.

Input configuration Output configuration

(1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)

(2, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) þ permutations on modes (1, 3, 5, 7) (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)

(2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) þ permutations on modes (1, 3, 5, 7) (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)

(2, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) þ permutations on modes (1, 3, 5, 7) (2, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) þ permutations on modes (1, 3, 5, 7)

(2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) þ permutations on modes (1, 3, 5, 7) (2, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) þ permutations on modes (1, 3, 5, 7)
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shown in the main text, this specific choice is able to
provide an accurate description of our multiphoton experi-
ment, performed with the QDSPS and the CI device. Thus,
the density matrix of the input state ρð4Þ, and ρð4Þ;η after
including the effective action of losses, has to be replaced

with effective states ρð4Þx and ρð4Þ;ηx , where x is the vector of
parameters ðxA; xB; xC; xDÞ. Conversely, noise photons are
considered fully distinguishable, thus corresponding to a
value x̃ ¼ 0.
Circuit parameters.—Circuit errors can be introduced in

the presence of fabrication imperfections. The relevant
error to be considered in the model corresponds to direc-
tional couplers with transmissivities different from the
expected value Tj ¼ 0.5. Losses can be included in the
parameter η discussed above. The values of the different
transmissivities Tj for the eight directional couplers imple-
mented in the structure have been characterized before the
experiment, and are reported in Table IV. Their values can
be used to correct the effective unitary transformation
Ueffðα1Þ implemented by the integrated device. This
effective matrix is used to calculate the output probabilities
in the model.
Unbalanced detection efficiencies.—Finally, we can

include the action of unbalanced detection efficiencies.
This is performed by considering that detection efficiency
for each output mode can be written as ηi ¼ η0η̃i, where η0
is equal for all the modes, while η̃i represents the imbal-
ance. Note that by construction, maxi η̃i ¼ 1. Starting from
this equation, we observe that η0 is a common set of
balanced losses that can be included within the parameter η
discussed above. Conversely, the imbalance η̃i are included
by considering that each detector clicks with probability
piðniÞ ¼ 1 − ð1 − η̃iÞni , where ni is the number of imping-
ing photons. Output probabilities obtained from the cal-
culations can thus be corrected accordingly, by adding the
imbalance in the transition probabilities from the input
states of the density matrix expansion in Eq. (H4) and the
corresponding output configuration.
Numerical simulations.—Starting from the model

described above, we have performed some numerical

simulations to investigate how such errors affect the
measurement of c1. Such a parameter c1 is indeed retrieved
in the experiment from the visibility of the output prob-
abilites as a function of α1, that is, the internal phase of the
interferometer. In particular, in the experiment we have
summed up all eight output configurations varying as
1þ c1 cosðα1Þ, and all eight terms changing as varying
as 1 − c1 cosðα1Þ to obtain the final estimate of c1. We have
thus performed a full numerical simulation of the experi-
ment, which allowed us to evaluate the contribution of each
term to the measured value of c1.
As a first step, parameters p0, p1, p2 have been obtained

by considering the actual source brightness B, and the value
of gð2Þð0Þ. Regarding losses, transmission parameter η has
been chosen to obtain the measured single-photon count
rate (thus including an effective transmission parameter for
the demultiplexing stage). Conversely, the imbalance η̃i in
detection efficiencies and the directional coupler trans-
mittivities have been directly calibrated in the setup.
The first stage of the simulation corresponds to finding an

estimate of parameters xi describing partial photon distin-
guishabilities for modes (A, B, C, D). This can be performed
by considering that those parameters are strictly related
to the two-photon overlaps Mij ¼ xixj, and can thus be
retrieved from the measured visibilities Vij¼ðVAB;VBC;
VCD;VDAÞ, by including the effect of gð2Þð0Þ to find the
intrinsic indistinguishability Mij as discussed in Ref. [14],
and by correcting for imperfect directional couplers.
Then, we have performed a full simulation of the

experiment for the estimate of c1 according to the model
above. As an example, in Table IV we report the effect of
each contribution on one of the experimental points
reported in the paper, corresponding to VAB ¼ 0.727�
0.001 (MAB¼0.760�0.002), VBC¼0.790�0.001 (MBC ¼
0.825� 0.002), VCD ¼ 0.848� 0.001 (MCD ¼ 0.884�
0.002), VDA ¼ 0.755� 0.002 (MDA ¼ 0.789� 0.003),
corresponding to an extracted value of c1 ¼ 0.61� 0.01.
By including all effects, the predicted value of cmod

1 is
cmod
1 ∼ 0.590� 0.005, in good agreement with the ex-
perimental measurement. For this value, the major

TABLE IV. Results of the numerical simulation for the experiment modeling. In particular, we have progressively added noise
contributions for the configuration detailed in Sec. III B leading to an experimental value of c1 ¼ 0.61� 0.01. The corresponding
parameters for such simulation are reported here. Brightness: B ∼ 0.098. Second-order correlation: gð2Þð0Þ ¼ 0.019� 0.001. Directional
coupler (DC) transmissivities: T1 ∼ 0.503, T2 ∼ 0.508, T3 ∼ 0.505, T4 ∼ 0.507, T5 ∼ 0.506, T6 ∼ 0.512, T7 ∼ 0.5045, T8 ∼ 0.534.
Indistinguishability parameters: xA ∼ 0.852, xB ∼ 0.883, xC ∼ 0.941, xD ∼ 0.932. Detection imbalance: η̃1 ¼ 0.92, η̃2 ¼ 0.90,
η̃3 ¼ 0.92, η̃4 ¼ 0.91, η̃5 ¼ 0.90, η̃6 ¼ 0.90, η̃7 ¼ 0.90, η̃8 ¼ 0.90. Effective losses: η ∼ 0.25 are included in all simulations. Similar
analyses are shown in Sec. III C, Fig. 5, for other indistinguishability configurations.

cmod
1 Partial distinguishability Multiphoton terms Imperfect DC Unbalanced detection

0.661� 0.006 Yes No No No
0.592� 0.005 Yes Yes No No
0.591� 0.005 Yes Yes Yes No
0.590� 0.005 Yes Yes Yes Yes
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contribution ∼0.07 derives from multiphoton emission,
while a minor correction is provided by imperfect direc-
tional couplers (∼0.001) and unbalanced detection effi-
ciencies (∼0.001).
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